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Abstract: We present a novel approach for improving the accuracy of the egomotion recovered from rectified stereo-
scopic video. The main idea of the proposed approach is to correct the camera calibration by exploiting the
known groundtruth motion. The correction is described by a discrete deformation field over a rectangular
superpixel lattice covering the whole image. The deformation field is recovered by optimizing the reprojec-
tion error of point feature correspondences in neighboring stereo frames under the groundtruth motion. We
evaluate the proposed approach by performing leave one out evaluation experiments on a collection of KITTI
sequences with common calibration parameters, by comparing the accuracy of stereoscopic visual odometry
with original and corrected calibration parameters. The results suggest a clear and significant advantage of the
proposed approach. Our best algorithm outperforms all other approaches based on two-frame correspondences
on the KITTI odometry benchmark.

1 INTRODUCTION

Egomotion estimation is a technique which recov-
ers the camera displacement from image correspon-
dences. The technique is important since it can pro-
vide useful initial solution for more involved struc-
ture and motion (SaM) estimation approaches, which
perform partial or full 3D reconstruction of the scene
(Vogel et al., 2014). These approaches are appeal-
ing due to many potential applications in robotic (e.g.
autonomous navigation (Diosi et al., 2011)) and au-
tomotive systems (e.g. driver assistance (Nedevschi
et al., 2013) and road safety inspection).

Visual odometry (Nistér et al., 2004) is an interest-
ing special case of egomotion estimation, where we
wish to recover the camera trajectory over extended
navigation essays with predominantly forward mo-
tion. In this special case, complex techniques such
as batch reconstruction (global bundle adjustment) or
recognizing previously visited places (loop closing)
are inapplicable due to huge computational complex-
ity involved and/or real time requirements. Hence,
the only remaining option is to recover partial camera
displacements over short sequences of input frames
and to build the overall trajectory by patching them
one after another. The resulting techniques are neces-
sarily prone to the accumulation of incremental error,
just as the classical wheel odometry, and are hence

collectively denoted as visual odometry.

Due to conceptual simplicity and better stability,
the camera egomotion is usually recovered in cali-
brated camera setups. Camera calibration is the pro-
cess of estimating the parameters of a camera model
which approximates the image formation. When we
have a calibrated camera, we can map every image
pixel to a 3D ray emerging from the focal point of
the camera and spreading out to the physical world.
Most perspective cameras can be calibrated reason-
ably well by parametric models which extend the
pinhole camera with radial and tangential distortion.
However, there is no guarantee that this model has
enough capacity to capture all possible distortions of
real camera systems in enough detail, especially when
high reconstruction accuracy is desired. For exam-
ple, many popular calibration models assume that the
distortion center coincides with the principal point
(Zhang, 2000), while it has been shown that this does
not hold in real cameras (Hartley and Kang, 2005). A
good overview of the camera calibration techniques
and different camera models is given in (Sturm et al.,
2011).

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for cor-
recting the calibration of a stereoscopic camera sys-
tem. In our experiments we come to the conclusion
that the reprojection error is not uniformly distributed
across the stereo image pair and that there exists a reg-



ularity in the reprojection error bias. We hypothesize
that this disturbance in the reprojection error distribu-
tion is caused by inaccurate calibration due to insuf-
ficient capacity of the assumed distortion model. We
propose to alleviate the disturbance by a local cam-
era model (Sturm et al., 2011) formulated as a de-
formation field over a rectangular superpixel lattice
in the two images of stereo pair. The proposed cam-
era model has many parameters and hence requires a
large amount of training data. Thus we propose to
learn the parameters of our deformation field by ex-
ploiting the groundtruth camera motion and point fea-
ture correspondences in neighboring frames. The two
principal contributions of this paper are as follows:

• a statistical analysis of the reprojection error by
utilizing the groundtruth motion (subsection 4.2);

• a technique for correcting the camera calibration
by exploiting the groundtruth motion for learning
the image deformation field (subsection 4.3).

The experimental results presented in Section 5
show that the proposed approach is able to signifi-
cantly improve the accuracy of the recovered camera
motion. Our best algorithm outperforms all other ap-
proaches based on two-frame correspondences on the
KITTI odometry benchmark.

2 RELATED WORK

An increasing number of papers focusing on vi-
sual odometry is an evidence of the problem impor-
tance. A detailed overview of the field can be found in
(Scaramuzza and Fraundorfer, 2011; Fraundorfer and
Scaramuzza, 2012). Most recent implementations are
based on the approach that was proposed in (Nistér
et al., 2004). The main contribution of their approach
is that they did not define the cost function as a so-
lution to point alignment problem in 3D space like
earlier researchers (Moravec, 1980; Moravec, 1981).
Instead, they used the 3D-to-2D cost function which
minimizes the alignment error in 2D image space
popularly called the reprojection error. The advantage
of defining the error in image space is that it avoids the
problem of triangulation uncertainty on the depth axis
where the error variance is much larger compared to
other two axes.

Most of the recent work is focused on constraining
the optimization with multi-frame feature correspon-
dences to achieve better global consistency (Badino
et al., 2013; Konolige and Agrawal, 2008), by ex-
perimenting with new feature detectors and descrip-
tors (Konolige et al., 2007) or by doing a further re-
search in feature tracking and outlier rejection tech-

niques (Badino and Kanade, 2011; Howard, 2008).
Despite the vast amount of research on visual odom-
etry done so far, we did not stumble upon any work
addressing the impact of calibration to the accuracy
of the results nor approaches to improve the calibra-
tion by employing the groundtruth motion data. We
have previously shown (Kreso et al., 2013) that the
accuracy of the reconstructed motion significantly de-
pends on the quality of the calibration target (A4 pa-
per vs LCD monitor). Now we go a step further by
proposing a method for correcting the calibration bias
due to insufficient capacity of the camera model.

3 STEREOSOPIC VISUAL
ODOMETRY

A typical visual odometry pipeline is illustrated in
Figure 1. Acquired images are given to the feature
tracking process where the features are detected and
descriptors extracted. The descriptors are then used to
find the correspondent features in temporal (two adja-
cent frames) and spatial (stereo left and right) domain.
Temporal and stereo matching can be performed inde-
pendently if we do not apply feature detector in right
images, or jointly if we do. After the feature matching
the correspondences typically contain outliers which
are usually rejected by random sampling. Finally we
can optimize an appropriate cost function to recover
the camera motion. Note that the image acquisition
block in Figure 1 also contains the image rectification
procedure which depends on camera calibration.
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Figure 1: A typical visual odometry pipeline.

3.1 Feature Tracking

In order to recover the camera motion we must
first find enough point correspondences between two
stereo image pairs. It is assumed that the stereo rig
is calibrated and that the images are rectified (their
acquisition is described by a rectified stereo cam-
era model). We use a similar tracking technique as
(Nistér et al., 2004) and (Badino et al., 2013). We de-
tect Harris point features (Harris and Stephens, 1988)



only in left images and perform brute-force matching
of their descriptors inside a search window to obtain
left camera monocular tracks. To extract the descrip-
tors we simply crop plain patches of size 15x15 pix-
els around each detected corner. We establish corre-
spondences based on the normalized cross-correlation
metric (NCC) between pairs of point features. In or-
der to reduce the localization drift in tracking, we
match all features in the current frame to the oldest
occurrences.

To obtain the full stereo correspondences, we
measure the disparity of every accepted left monoc-
ular track by searching for the best correspondence in
the right image along the same horizontal row. Here
again we compare the plain patch descriptors with
NCC. Compared with matching of independently de-
tected point features, this approach is more robust
to poor repeatability at the price of somewhat larger
computational complexity.

3.2 Cost Function Formulation

Let us denote an image point as q = (u,v)⊤. Now
we can define the points qk

i,t−1 in the previous frame
(t−1) and qk

i,t in the current frame (t), where i∈ [1,N]

is the index of the point and k ∈ {l,r} is the value
denoting if the point belongs to the left or right image.
Let us subsequently denote Xi,t as the i-th 3D point in
the current frame (t):

Xi,t = (x,y,z)⊤ = ttt(ql
i,t ,q

r
i,t) , (1)

where ttt() is the function which triangulates the 3D
point in world coordinate system from measured left
and right image points. The goal of egomotion esti-
mation is to recover the 3x3 rotation matrix R and the
3x1 translation vector t that satisfy the 6DOF rigid
body motion of the tracked points.

In order to formulate the cost function we first
need a camera model to describe the image acquisi-
tion process by connecting each image pixel with the
corresponding real world light ray falling on the cam-
era sensor. This can be done using perspective projec-
tion with addition of nonlinear lens distortion model.
For brevity, we skip the modeling of lens distortion
and stereo rectification and assume that the images are
already rectified. The following equation introduces
the pinhole camera model which uses the perspective
projection π to project the world point X = (x,y,z)⊤

to the point q = (u,v)⊤ on the image plane.

λ

u
v
1

= π(X,R, t) =

 f 0 cu
0 f cv
0 0 1

 [R|t]

x
y
z
1

 (2)

The first part is the camera matrix containing the in-
trinsic camera parameters f , cu and cv. The distance
of the focal point from the image plane f does not cor-
respond directly to the focal length of the lens, since
it also depends on the type and distance of the cam-
era sensor. The principal point (cu,cv) is the image
location where the z-axis intersects the image plane.

Now we can formulate the cost function for the
two-frame egomotion estimation as a least squares
optimization problem with the error defined in the im-
age space:

argmin
R,t

N

∑
i=1

{l,r}

∑
k

∥qk
i,t −π(Xi,t−1,R, tk)∥2 (3)

tl = t, tr = tl − (b,0,0)⊤ (4)

The cost function described by equation (3) is known
as the reprojection error. To minimize the reprojec-
tion error, an iterative non-linear least squares opti-
mization like first order Gauss-Newton (Geiger et al.,
2011) or second order Newton method (Badino and
Kanade, 2011) is usually employed. The equation (3)
shows that we are searching for a motion transforma-
tion which will minimize the deviations between im-
age points measured in the current frame and the re-
projections of the transformed 3D points triangulated
in the previous frame. The motion transformation is
represented by the matrix [R|t] which captures the
motion of 3D points with respect to the static cam-
era. We obtain the camera motion with respect to
the world by simply taking the inverse transformation
[R|t]−1. One nice property of the transformation ma-
trix emerging from the orthogonality of rotation ma-
trices is that the inverse transformation is fast and easy
to compute as shown in equation (5).

[R|t]−1 =

(
R t
0⊤ 1

)−1

=

(
R⊤ −R⊤t
0⊤ 1

)
(5)

Note that the optimization is performed with re-
spect to six free parameters, three describing the cam-
era rotation matrix R and three describing the transla-
tion vector t. The equation (4) describes the relation-
ship between translations of the left and right cameras
in the rectified stereo case. This is because the Xi is
triangulated in coordinate system of the left camera
and we need to shift it along x axis for the baseline
distance b in the case when we are projecting to the
right camera image plane. Note that the rotation ma-
trix is the same for the left and right cameras because
after the rectification they are aligned to have coplanar
image planes and they share the same x-axis. Because
the baseline b is estimated in the camera calibration
and rectification steps the number of free parameters
for translation remains three.



4 LEARNING AND CORRECTING
THE CALIBRATION BIAS

In our previous research we have studied the in-
fluence of subpixel correspondence and online bundle
adjustment to the accuracy of the camera motion esti-
mated from rectified stereoscopic video. Our prelim-
inary experiments have pointed out a clear advantage
of these techniques in terms of translational and rota-
tional accuracy on the artificial Tsukuba stereo dataset
(Martull et al., 2012). However, to our surprise, this
impact was significantly weaker on the KITTI dataset
(Geiger et al., 2012; Geiger et al., 2013). Therefore,
we have decided to investigate this effect by observ-
ing the reprojection error of two-frame point-feature
correspondences under the KITTI groundtruth cam-
era motion which was measured by an IMU-enabled
GPS device.

4.1 Analysis of the Feature
Correspondences

The analysis pointed out many perfect correspon-
dences with large reprojection errors under the
groundtruth camera motion. Figure 2 shows some
examples of this effect where the points and the im-
age patches describing them are displayed. If we look
closely to any of the four patches, we can conclude
that the localization error between any of the four
frames should be less than 1 pixel. However, the re-
projection errors evaluated for the groundtruth motion
(cf. Table 1) are much larger than the localization er-
rors (7 pixel vs 1 pixel). After observing this we won-
dered whether this is a property of a few outliers or
whether there is a regularity with respect to the image
location.

4.2 Statistical Analysis of the
Reprojection Error

After observing many perfect correspondences with
large reprojection errors we decided to verify whether
this effect depends on image location. We divide the
image space into a lattice of superpixel cells in which
we accumulate the reprojection error vectors. Note
that for every stereo correspondence containing 4 fea-
ture points we have two reprojection errors, one in
the left image and the other in the right image. A sin-
gle left or right reprojection error is defined by three
feature points which can be observed in equation (3).
Now for each reprojection error we share the respon-
sibility between the three points equally, by dividing
the vector by 3 and adding it to the cells containing

the three points responsible for that error. Figure 3
shows the obtained distribution of the reprojection er-
ror vectors for left camera image in each cell. We
computed the means of the error vector L2 norms and
means and variances on the two image axes spanning
the 2D error vector space. Additionally we used norm
means to draw the heat map of the reprojection error
distribution across the image.

By looking at the heat map and the means in Fig-
ure 3(c) we can conclude that the error minimum is
close to the image center and that the error increases
as we move away from the image center. Even more
importantly, we can observe that the vector means
given in Figure 3(d-e) are biased in certain directions
and that this bias is significant considering the error
variances given in Figure 3(f-g). Figure 3 shows that
the minimal error of the camera model appears to be
slightly displaced from the principal point of the im-
age which is very close to the image center. This dis-
placement may be showing us that the center of the ra-
dial distortion is not in the principal point of the cam-
era as assumed by the employed rectification model.
This problem was already observed in (Hartley and
Kang, 2005) where the authors proposed a method for
estimating the radial distortion center.

To confirm that these effects are not due to
some strange bias within the tracker, we performed
the same statistical analysis on the Tsukuba stereo
dataset. Figure 4 shows the same heat map as
we showed before. However, we see that here,
on Tsukuba, the reprojection error is uniformly dis-
tributed without any observable pattern. Note that
the contrast between cells is large due to histogram
equalization but the actual values are distributed in
the range from 0.16 to 0.18. Here we didn’t show that
the error vector means on u and v axes are zero, for
brevity.

Table 1: Reprojection errors of the selected correspon-
dences from Figure 2 evaluated for the groundtruth motion.
The errors have much larger values than the uncertainty of
the point feature locations, as seen in Figure 2.

Color Left error Right error

Red 7.10 7.01

Green 6.68 6.56

Blue 7.4 7.32

Yellow 6.75 6.35



Figure 2: The image on the top corresponds to the frame #1 of the training KITTI sequence 03. Four point features have been
annotated with different colors. The four bottom images show four 15x15 patches around each feature point in four different
images (current-left, current-right, previous-left, previous-right). The localization error in the four images is less than 1 pixel.
However, the reprojection errors evaluated for groundtruth motion are around 7 pixels as shown in Table 1.

Figure 4: Heat map visualization of the distribution of re-
projection error norms for the left camera image on the
Tsukuba stereo dataset.

4.3 Learning the Stereoscopic
Deformation Field

We hypothesize that the disturbance in the reprojec-
tion error distribution shown in Figure 3 is caused
by inaccurate image rectification arising from the in-
sufficient capacity of the underlying radial distortion
model. Therefore, we devise a technique for correct-

ing the camera calibration by exploiting groundtruth
motion. After seeing that mean values of the vector
errors deviate from zero and contain bias following
some specific patterns we decided to try to learn the
deformation field across discrete image cells. Each
element of the deformation field contains two free pa-
rameters describing the translational shift on u and v
image axes in the corresponding image cell. We dif-
ferentiate between left and right camera and learn a
separate deformation field for each of them. In order
to define the cost function for learning the deforma-
tion field we denote Dl

u,Dl
v,Dr

u,Dr
v as the deformation

matrices for u and v axes and left and right cameras
respectively. The motion parameters Rt and tt in each
frame t are taken from groundtruth data. Now if we
define ddd() to be a simple function which takes an im-
age point, determines to which cell of the image it
belongs and uses a corresponding values from defor-
mation matrices to apply the deformation, we can for-
mulate the following optimization:

argmin
Dl

u,Dl
v,Dr

u,Dr
v

M

∑
t=1

N

∑
i=1

{l,r}

∑
k

∥q̃k
i,t −π(Xi,t−1,Rt , tt,k)∥2 (6)

q̃ = ddd(q,Du,Dv)

In order to optimize the deformation field loss



(a) Distribution of reprojection error vector norms in the left camera. Darker colors correspond to the lower
values. The error increases in all directions from the minimum which is close to the image center.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the reprojection error evaluated in groundtruth motion for sequence number 00 in KITTI dataset.



function, we collect the inlier tracks in all sequences
by filtering them with groundtruth motion using a
fixed error threshold. The collected tracks are seri-
alized, saved to disk and later used by the optimiza-
tion method which learns the stereoscopic deforma-
tion field. We minimize the cost function (6) using
the Levenberg-Marquardt method which, in our ex-
periments, converged faster than the line-search gra-
dient descent methods to the same minimum. Note
that the set of point features typically contains many
outliers, since we only filter them with a permissive
threshold on the reprojection error with respect to the
groundtruth motion. This threshold has to be large
enough in order to capture the impact of larger re-
projection errors as we move further from the image
center (cf. Figure 3). These outliers can exert a sig-
nificant impact to the least-squares optimization. To
take them into account we wrap the square loss into
the robust Cauchy loss function given with the equa-
tion (7).

ρ(s) = a2log(1+
s

a2 ) (7)

Here the square loss output is denoted with s. By us-
ing the parameter a one can change the scale at which
robustification takes place.

4.4 Integrating the Deformation Field
in Motion Estimation

We will now integrate the learned stereoscopic defor-
mation field into the expression (3) and define a new
reprojection error cost function which applies the de-
formation field to all points before the optimization
step. In order to achieve smooth deformation transi-
tions, we compute the bilinear interpolation between
the four cells of the deformation field which surround
the point xk

i,t . In case when the bilinear interpolation
is not possible we use linear interpolation (close to
image edges) or we do not interpolate (close to im-
age corners). Let us denote the interpolation function
with iii(). Then the proposed cost function for recover-
ing the camera motion can be formulated as follows:

argmin
R,t

N

∑
i=1

{l,r}

∑
k

∥q̂k
i,t −π(Xi,t−1,R, tk)∥2 (8)

q̂ = iii(q,Du,Dv)

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The KITTI odometry benchmark contains 11
training sequences with available groundtruth motion.
These 11 sequences have been acquired with three
different camera setups each of which has a distinct

set of calibration parameters. We focus on the training
sequences 04-10, which constitute the largest group
of video sequences acquired with the same camera
setup. Our experiments analyze the accuracy of the
recovered camera motion according to the standard
KITTI evaluation criteria (Geiger et al., 2013)1. We
compare the performance of the proposed approach
for correcting the calibration bias by a stereoscopic
deformation field with two variants based on the lib-
viso library2. All compared algorithms employ tracks
extracted by our tracker described in Subsection 3.1.
The tracker has been configured with the same set of
parameters in all experiments.

5.1 Baseline and the feature weighting

The two libviso based variants differ in whether the
procedure which we call feature weighting is applied
or not. The simpler of these two variants (the one
without feature weighting) shall be referred to as the
baseline. Feature weighting can also be viewed as
a way to improve the recovered camera motion by
compensating inadequate calibration. This proce-
dure weights the reprojection error residuals ∥qk

i,t −
π(Xi,t−1,R, tk)∥2 and the corresponding Jacobians of
the Gauss-Newton optimization according to the hor-
izontal distance of qk

i,t from the image origin. The
libviso library determined these weights as follows:

wi =

(
|ui − cu|
|cu|

+0.05
)−1

(9)

We did not find any explanation in the paper about
libviso for how the equation (9) was chosen.

5.2 Leave One Out Evaluation

We test the impact of the proposed approach for cor-
recting the camera calibration by a stereoscopic defor-
mation field by leave-one-out evaluation on the train-
ing sequences 04-10. Therefore, we learn the stereo-
scopic deformation field (Dl

u,Dl
v,Dr

u,Dr
v) on six se-

quences and test its performance on the remaining se-
quence. This step is repeated seven times. The ob-
tained results are presented in Tables 2 and 3. Please
note that the columns labeled trans. show the relative
translational error of the recovered motion in percents
of the traveled distance, while the columns labeled
rot. show the relative rotation error in degrees per
meter. The tables show that the proposed approach

1A script for evaluating the accuracy is avail-
able at: http://kitti.is.tue.mpg.de/kitti/devkit_
odometry.zip .

2The libviso library can be accessed at: http://www.
cvlibs.net/software/libviso/ .



significantly improves the accuracy of the recovered
camera motion both with respect to the baseline im-
plementation and with respect to the feature weight-
ing. in all of the seven experiments.

Table 2: Leave one out evaluation: baseline vs stereoscopic
deformation field (DF).

KITTI Baseline With DF
Seq. length trans. rot. trans. rot.

04 394 m 1.14 0.0094 0.78 0.0068

05 2206 m 1.29 0.0095 0.43 0.0030

06 1233 m 1.30 0.0069 0.53 0.0047

07 695 m 2.02 0.0221 0.40 0.0034

08 3223 m 1.45 0.0087 1.02 0.0048

09 1705 m 1.51 0.0067 0.97 0.0050

10 920 m 0.80 0.0067 0.70 0.0040

All 10 376 m 1.386 0.0089 0.771 0.0043

Table 3: Leave one out evaluation: baseline vs feature
weighting (FW).

KITTI Baseline With FW
Seq. length trans. rot. trans. rot.

04 394 m 1.14 0.0094 0.63 0.0027

05 2206 m 1.29 0.0095 0.70 0.0047

06 1233 m 1.30 0.0069 0.75 0.0041

07 695 m 2.02 0.0221 0.86 0.0083

08 3223 m 1.45 0.0087 1.10 0.0056

09 1705 m 1.51 0.0067 1.16 0.0041

10 920 m 0.80 0.0067 0.65 0.0042

All 10376 m 1.386 0.0089 0.933 0.0051

5.3 Case study: the sequence 07

According to Table 2, the translational accuracy of
the motion recovered by the baseline approach is
2.02%. Feature weighting improves that result to
0.86%. Finally, the stereoscopic deformation field
further improves the accuracy to 0.40%. The 2D plots
of the reconstructed three paths are compared to the
groundtruth motion in Figures 5, 6 and 7.

5.4 Implementation

We have implemented all the described methods and
experiments in C++. The OpenMP framework has
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Figure 5: The reconstructed camera motion along the se-
quence 07 recovered without the stereoscopic deformation
field and without the feature weighting (blue) is compared
to the groundtruth camera motion (red).
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Figure 6: The reconstructed camera motion along the se-
quence 07 recovered with the feature weighting and without
the stereoscopic deformation field (blue) is compared to the
groundtruth camera motion (red).

been used to parallelize feature tracking and motion
estimation. The implementation is based on the lib-
viso library which was modified at several places in
order to promote parallel execution and to support the
track correction with the previously calibrated stereo-
scopic deformation field.

In all experiments the resolution of the deforma-
tion field was set to 21×69 bins in each of the two
stereo images.

We implemented the optimization defined in ex-
pression (6) by using the Ceres Solver (Agarwal et al.,
2014), an open source C++ library for modeling and
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Figure 7: The reconstructed camera motion along the se-
quence 07 recovered with the stereoscopic deformation field
and without the feature weighting (blue) is compared to the
groundtruth camera motion (red).

solving large nonlinear least squares problem. One
nice feature of the Ceres Solver is that it supports au-
tomatic differentiation if the cost function is written
in the appropriate form.

6 CONCLUSION

Preliminary experiments in stereoscopic egomo-
tion estimation had revealed that subpixel accuracy
and multi-frame optimization have a substantially
larger impact when applied to the artificial Tsukuba
dataset than in the case of the KITTI dataset. We
have decided to more closely investigate the pecu-
liar KITTI results by observing the reprojection er-
ror of two-frame point-feature correspondences un-
der groundtruth camera motion. The performed case-
study analyses pointed out many near-to perfect cor-
respondences with large reprojection errors. Addi-
tional experiments have shown that the means and the
variances of the reprojection error significantly de-
pend on the image coordinates of the three point fea-
tures involved. In particular, we noticed that the re-
projection error bias tends to be stronger as the point
features become closer to the image borders. We have
hypothesized that this disturbance is caused by inac-
curate image calibration and rectification which could
easily arise due to insufficient capacity of the under-
lying radial distortion model.

In order to test our hypothesis, we have designed
a technique to calibrate a discrete stereoscopic de-
formation field above the two rectified image planes,
which would be able to correct deviations of a real

camera system from the radial distortion model. The
devised technique performs a robust optimization of
the reprojection error in validation videos under the
known groundtruth motion. The calibrated deforma-
tion field has been employed to correct the feature lo-
cations used to estimate the camera motion in the test
videos. We have compared the accuracy of the es-
timated motion with respect to the two baseline ap-
proaches operating on original point features. The
experimental results confirmed the capability of the
calibrated deformation field to improve the accuracy
of the recovered camera motion in independent test
videos, that is in videos which have not been seen dur-
ing the estimation of the deformation field.

In our future work we would like to evaluate dif-
ferent regularization approaches in the loss function
used to calibrate the stereoscopic deformation field.
We also wish to evaluate the impact of the estimated
correction of the calibration bias to the multi-frame
bundle adjustment optimization.
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